The purpose of this thesis is to determine the popularity of the cult of Edward the Confessor during the period 1066-1399. The first chapter examines the history behind Edward’s canonisation. Two elements make it noteworthy: it was the first papal canonisation of an Englishman, and it required two petitions. Because of the monarchy’s prominent role in Edward’s canonisation, Chapter Two concentrates on royal patronage of the cult. The major obstacle in attaining a clear understanding of the n...
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St. Edward the Confessor EDWARD(US) REX. Edward the Confessor enthroned , opening scene of the Bayeux Tapestry King of England Reign 8 June 1042 – 5 January 1066. After 1066 there was a subdued cult of Edward as a saint, possibly discouraged by the early Norman abbots of Westminster,[46] which gradually increased in the early twelfth century.[47] Osbert of Clare, the prior of Westminster Abbey, then started to campaign for Edward’s canonization, aiming to increase the wealth and power of the Abbey. Edward the Confessor (Old English: Ēadƿeard andettere [æːðwɛərd əndetere]; Latin: Eduardus Confessor [ɛˌdʊər.əd kɔf.sɔr]; c. 1003 – 5 January 1066), also known as Saint Edward the Confessor, was among the last Anglo-Saxon kings of England. Usually considered the last king of the House of Wessex, he ruled from 1042 to 1066. Edward was the son of Æthelred the Unready and Emma of Normandy. He succeeded Cnut the Great’s son – and his own half brother – Harthacnut. He restored the rule of the House
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